THE MAKING OF ROCKEFELLER'S INTERNATIONAL TERROR CAMPAIGN

I. INTRODUCTION

Jan. 3 (IPS) — The explosion Dec. 29 at New York's LaGuardia Airport that claimed twelve lives and sent scores of others to the hospital was an open declaration of war by Nelson Rockefeller against the domestic population of the United States — the opening volley in an insurrectionary drive that he hopes will lead over the immediate weeks ahead to fascist rule in the United States. The lives of Rockefeller's chief adversaries including President Gerald Ford, the major Midwest and West Coast development industrialists, the U.S. Congress and the leadership of the U.S. Labor Party are only the most obvious targets of the cabal's international terror machine. As the LaGuardia bombing makes perfectly clear, Rockefeller has the entire population under the gun — and will until his finger is permanently taken off the trigger.

A Re-run of Operation Chaos

Beginning in January 1974 with the attempted assassination of International Caucus of Labor Committees chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche and the activation of a wave of National Security (NSC) terrorist operations, Nelson Rockefeller launched "Operation Chaos" — a program of escalating terrorism, economic destabilization and red scare hysteria directed at creating a condition of an "accepted" military police-state rule throughout the advanced sector.

At that time, the NSC created Black September "Arab terrorist" gang — remembered for its murderous raid on the New York World's Fair in 1975 — was "rumored" to be planning a bazooka raid on London's Heathrow Airport, in coordination with stepped up bombings and assassinations throughout Great Britain by the British MI-6-controlled Irish Republican Army. Military "counter" deployments by the Special Branch of the British Army brought that country to the brink of military takeover.

In the U.S., the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) brainwashed terrorist gangs — the Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA), the Black Liberation Army (BLA), the "Zebra" killers (in San Francisco) — were deployed in a wave of assassinations, kidnappings and bombings, while the FASH-Overdrive independent truckers outfits attempted a North American re-play of the fascist Chilean truckers strike.

The only thing that prevented Rockefeller from going through with Operation Chaos scenario in early 1974 was the extraordinary mobilization of the North American working class by the U.S. Labor Party. Millions of leaflets permeated every major industrial center in both the U.S. and Canada. Extraordinary public meetings were held on an ongoing basis until the cumulative effect of this mass "inoculation" campaign forced Rockefeller to place Operation Chaos in a state of suspension.

Many of the key agencies involved in the 1974 NSC deployment were too discredited to have any further usefulness. The SLA was liquidated in a nationally televised bloodbath in June 1974; the independent truckers' Overdrive operation had its laundered CIA funds cut off and has not resurfaced since; and the BLA and "Zebra" killers were simply deactivated following the Labor Party's campaign to shut down the Lincoln Detox center in New York City's South Bronx.

No Backing Down This Time Around

Since the temporary defeat of Operation Chaos in 1974, the U.S. Labor Party has carried its mass organizing and inoculation drive through to a point where it now has an unprecedented working class organization under its leadership. Since early December 1975, when the International Caucus of Labor Committees executive determined that Nelson Rockefeller and Henry Kissinger had activated Hiflex 75 — a live NATO exercise culminating a thermnuclear war against the Soviet Union — tens of thousands of calls from U.S. workers have been directed into Congress providing those "leaders" with sufficient spine to take steps to throw Rockefeller, Kissinger, et al. out of office and into the Nuremberg docks.

It is in this "hostile" political climate that Rockefeller has relaunched his terror drive. His New York banks are now faced with a total collapse of dollar denominated debt that will not even be put off until the March 31 payments deadline without fascist austerity measures in every advanced sector country. Thus unless there is fascism in the U.S. by the end of February, Rockefeller is finished.

Since the LaGuardia atrocity of December 29, five additional bombings have occurred: literally hundreds of threatened bombings have forced temporary closings of airports in St. Louis, Hartford, Newark, New York and elsewhere. CIA controlled "Puerto Rican terrorist groups" were reported to have threatened to violently disrupt the opening celebration of the Bicentennial year in Philadelphia, an event President Ford was originally scheduled to address: two Midwest regional Labor Party organizers have narrowly escaped murder attempts; no fewer than ten threats to disrupt President Ford's scheduled appearance later this week at the American Farm Bureau convention in St. Louis have been telephoned to local police.

Superimposed on these "live" deployments, the Rockefeller-controlled sections of U.S. news media have carried an intensive barrage of psychological warfare atrocity and terror, most recently featuring gory photographs, detailed descriptions, and personal interviews with victims of the LaGuardia bombing.

From the above deployment no individual can take LaGuardia as an "isolated incident." The only sane conclusion is that Nelson Rockefeller has made a total commitment to carry his Nazi terror machine directly into power over the dead bodies of anyone who even indirectly attempts to stand in his way.

The Red Scare Angle

From careful assessment of Rockefeller's 1974 deployments, and from information provided to IPS by former NSC operative Roy Frankhauser, the executive of the Labor Committee has determined that one critical escalation in Rockefeller's drive towards fascist rule will involve the activation of NSC terrorists planted within the agent-controlled Communist Party USA. This is intended to give credibility to massive anti-Soviet red scare signalled by the discovery of "Moscow-trained KGB agents" running U.S. underground groupings. Ron Tyson, a former operative within the NSC's U.S. deserters' Schwartz Kapelle network and now a member of both the CP USA and the Black Liberation Army (by his own public boasts) is one likely operative who could play a triggering role in this red scare operation.

The defeat of Rockefeller's current drive for fascist rule will only come about with the dismantling of his entire international terror machine. Through strong initiatives by the Soviet Union,
the leading Third World governments, and the pro-development capitalist factions in the advanced sector, the correlation of forces behind the ICLC's leadership now exists through which this dismantling can be carried out. For precisely this reason, it is essential that a full understanding of the internal workings of the Rockefeller terror operation be the basis around which all forces are set in motion.

The following sections of this brief—outlining the counterinsurgency strategies developed by the Rockefeller cabal at such "think tanks" as the Tavistock Institute and the RAND Corporation, and the intelligence networks involved in their implementation—are aimed at providing that overview understanding.

II. PROGRAMMED TERRORISM: COURTESY OF RAND

Recent international terrorist deployments—from the Irish Republican Army and "South Moluccan" sieges of early December, to the "Munich-style" Arab terrorist raid on the Vienna OPEC meeting and the LaGuardia massacre—represent the implementation phase of programs designed by the RAND Corporation and other Rockefeller-controlled think-tanks. The methods of counterinsurgency originally developed by Dr. John Rawlings Rees and Brigadier Frank Kitson of the Tavistock Institute and British Army respectively, provided the basic working model upon which the current crop of RAND terrorist "planners" like Brian M. Jenkins provided updated models. Such models take into account the new counterinsurgency possibilities opened up by the technological breakthroughs in mass media and weaponry.

In a RAND planning document issued in January, 1975 "High Technology Terrorism and Surrogate Warfare," Jenkins developed the fundamental premises on which Rockefeller's current terrorist deployments have been based. They can be summarized as follows:

1. Modern conventional warfare is obsolete: nuclear warfare is unthinkable. Therefore, modern nations must develop "surrogate" armies in the form of terrorist cells, "liberation fronts" and governments-in-exile. The special advantage of these methods of war, notes Jenkins, is the fact that the governments carrying out acts of aggression can deny that they are involved.

Even a cursory review of the Rockefeller-Kissinger funding of such surrogate armies as the FNLA and UNITA in Angola, the Portugese Liberation Army, and the Lebanese Falange, makes it clear that the NSC has been on a state of active war mobilization against the international working class throughout 1975 with a minimal deployment of actual U.S. or NATO military forces.

2. Terrorism is a powerful psychological warfare weapon designed to bend the will of entire target populations into acceptance of fascism as a "lesser of two evils." In the most prominent example of this phenomenon the continued existence of the Moshe Dayan-Shimon Perez faction of fascist gauleders over a psychotic Israeli population of "Bettleheim Syndrome" victims is the lawful consequence of terrorism-based psychological warfare sustained over a lengthy period of time.

3. New developments in the technology of warfare provided new opportunities for terrorist groups to succeed in their "political objectives." Jenkins himself cites the employment by the NSC-armed Black September of lightweight bazookas, anti-tank and anti-aircraft weapons systems to "dramatize" before an international audience their attacks on Orly and Tel Aviv airports in 1974.

Jenkins ominously warns that the existence of nuclear power facilities provides a previously unheard of opportunity for terrorists to hold entire cities hostage—or to even accumulate the "raw materials" necessary to build a nuclear bomb. Emphasizing the psychological warfare opportunities inherent in such a capability, Jenkins points towards a situation in which a sufficiently "credible" threat of nuclear sabotage can force major political concessions.

4. Jenkins is quite explicit about the effectiveness of terrorism as a means of both destabilizing existing political institutions and softening populations for fascist rule:

While the widespread deployment of such weapons would discourage a potential invader, it could also increase the problems of internal security and thus destabilize Western Europe, especially if we examine the deployment of such weapons in the context of Europe's current economic problems, the resultant social unrest and, in some countries, increased internal violence... Repression may become an irresistible temptation to national governments trying to protect their own citizens against violence by small minorities and to preserve domestic and international order." (emphasis added)

One of the critical features of Hilex 75 has been the activation of terrorist groups in Western Europe. The recent wave of bombings and kidnappings by the IRA has brought about a situation verging on the 1974 state of military siege throughout the British Isles, while a series of "simulated" terrorist incidents in the BRD and Scandinavia have brought armed troops into the streets.

5. With the expanded capability of terrorist organizations to force governments, international corporations, etc., to make disproportionately large political and economic concessions, Jenkins "predicts" that terrorist cells, liberation fronts and governments-in-exile will soon be occupying an important place at the international bargaining table, and that current notions of "heterogeneous" nation states will be giving way to further political subdivisions based on racial, religious and ethnic differences.

The NSC's Cyprus war of 1974 and the current civil war situation in Lebanon exemplify this latter idea of "political reorganization."(1)

Combatting Terrorism With Police State Rule

Based on the "theoretical" writings of Jenkins and other Rockefeller think tankers, a series of international counterinsurgency planning sessions were convened during 1975 to establish more detailed coordinated plans of action by police, military and government officials faced with terrorist attacks.

Out of a January, 1975 gathering at the FBI Academy in Quantico, Va. and a subsequent meeting at a military academy in North-Rhine Westphalia, West Germany guidelines were drawn up for seal and search operations, drawn out "sieges" and "crisis management" type government reorganization. All these measures were directed in reality not at curbing the effectiveness of terrorists, but at preparing the domestic populations of the advanced sector for police-state rule.

A Dec. 25, 1975 New York Times article reflected the unevenness with which these plans have been made operational in the NATO countries. In Britain, the Netherlands, Sweden, the BRD—all European countries under the political control of Rockefeller's second International operatives—"crisis management" institutions have been set up through which a smooth transition to explicit military rule have existed for some time. The response of West
German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt and Swedish Premier Olof Palme to the Black September’s summer, 1975 raid on the German Embassy in Stockholm is exemplary. Both countries were put under a “joint alert” with crisis management staffs carrying out the functions of government.

In the United States, U.S. Labor Party organized resistance to Rockefeller’s program for an LEAA national gestapo has prevented the consolidation of similar “anti-terrorist” formations.

III: HOW THE TERROR MACHINE OPERATES

The capacity of the Rockefeller “invisible government” to activate a wave of terrorist actions on an international scale is based—like any military operation—on a well defined chain of command which, in this case, cuts across national boundaries and traditionally defined political institutions. The National Security Council, the RAND Corporation, the Tavistock Institute, the Trilateral Commission represent policy and planning bodies whose general marching orders are fed on to a myriad of Rockefeller-run intelligence agencies including the National Security Agency, British MI-5 and MI-6, the Israeli Shin Beth, sections of U.S. Army and Naval Intelligence, and sections of the CIA. It is at this level that the detailed action plans are mapped out pending NSC approval, and the networks activated.

Outside the formal purview of these agencies, Rockefeller family agents like William F. Buckley maintain control over entire labor pools of right-wing and left-wing mercenaries. These networks are maintained as conduits for guns, explosives, and drugs. Gangs like the Jewish Defense League, the Ku Klux Klan, the Minutemen, the Cuban-exile Alfa 66, the Angola Davis-Franklin Alexander black counterinsurgents and the community mental health networks that churn out deployable zombies like Charles Manson, the Symbionese Liberation Army and the Zebra killers. These living corpses, whose minds have been ripped from their bodies by Tavistock-trained brainwashers, are the invisible government’s “throw away” terrorists. Similarly, Rockefeller-created outfits like the Black September, the Irish Republican Army, the Baader-Meinhoff gang, the Weatherunderground, the Japanese Red Army, the Italian Red Brigades are merely created for psychological warfare purposes, often on a moment’s notice, from the labor pool identified above.

The mysterious, shadowy figure of “Carlos,” the alleged leader of the Vienna OPEC raid, is demystified when viewed from the standpoint of this invisible government network. He becomes nothing more than a low-level NSC operative, a pugdy, pathological killer whose emergence as an international figure served the momentary needs of the Rockefeller cabal. Given ample publicity in the press, at a later date, his martyrdom may serve their interests.

IV. THE CASE OF BLACK SEPTEMBER

Information provided by Roy Frankhouser on how the NSC created the Black September gang offers a typical case study of how the Rockefeller invisible government operates its terrorist programs.

On the basis of general policy suggestions made by planners like Jenkins, the NSC ordered a team of mercenaries to be pulled together for training in Canada while other intelligence units mapped out the details of the Operation Chaos scenarios. NSC-affiliated intelligence agency operatives contacted Frankhouser, a veteran of other operations, as well as a number of other experienced operatives, many of whom were veterans of the Bay of Pigs, the Vietnam, the Operation Phoenix and other Rockefeller actions.

A series of meetings took place—attended by Canadian government officials, “lack curtain” Maoists working out of Canadian universities, British intelligence agents, NSC operatives and selected mercenaries. Despite the formal incongruities of the “backgrounds” of those involved, each individual shared the common feature of being a Rockefeller family or cabal employee, albeit in most cases unbeknownst to those individuals carrying out an assignment in that capacity.

The operations planned out at those Canadian sessions were to be backed up by a logistical system that procured, through British Intelligence channels, laundered Soviet and Chinese weapons captured in Viet Nam and conducted to the U.S. via London and Canada. The
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(D-Idaho), Congressmen Otis Pike (D-NY) and Ron Dellums (D-Calif), chairman and member respectively of the House Intelligence Committee, and Counterspy editor Tim Butz. Thomas Coll, a spokesman for the FBI in Houston reported that there was no reason given for the threats other than that the individuals singled out were "communist sympathizers." Roy Frankhouser has indicated to IPS interviewers that one of the contingencies of Operation Chaos had been the unleashing of right-wing assassination squads against leading Congressional figures.

** An early morning explosion on Dec. 31 blasted a hole in a basement door of a Berkeley, Calif. branch of the Bank of America. There were no reported injuries and to date no one has claimed responsibility for the explosion.

** On Dec. 30, two U.S. Labor Party supporters in Flint, Mich. were targeted for assassination attempts. The brother of a USLP cell leader (and himself a Labor Party supporter) was shot in the head while sitting in his car at a stop sign. His would-be-assassins pulled alongside his car, fired a single shot and sped off. Earlier in the day, a known police agent with a history of involvement in behavior modification programs assaulted a Labor Party organizer during a rally. The agent attempted to deliver a lethal karate blow to the USLP member's jugular vein. Michigan State Police called to the scene of the attack refused to accept charges against the assailant.

** Around midnight on Dec. 31-Jan. 1, four bombs were set off in Seattle, Wash. — knocking out a power station of the Seattle City Lights Company and doing extensive damage to the main offices of Safeway food stores. Responsibility for the explosions was claimed by the "George Jackson Brigade." The GJB, in a written communiqué left outside the studios of KZAM radio, stated, in language characteristic of National Security Council-RAND terrorist printouts, that they had carried out the attacks in support of the United Farm Workers who are picketing the Safeway stores and the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers who are striking the City Lights Co. The direct association of the name of George Jackson with a National Security Council terrorist deployment is the first step towards the linking of the Angela Davis-Ron Tyson wing of the Communist Party USA with the current campaign of terror against the U.S. population.

** In St. Louis, where President Ford is scheduled to address a national convention of the National Farm Bureau on Jan. 5, a rash of terrorist activities has been reported over the last 48 hours, including the sabotaging of natural gas lines, the shooting of a local city government official, the carrying out of a series of gangland style shotgun murders, the closing of a local airport following a series of bomb threats and a planned demonstration by the United Farm Workers under Ford Foundation counterguerrilla Caesar Chavez outside Ford's speech. St. Louis police report at least ten other phone threats of violence scheduled to coincide with Ford's visit.

VI. THE RESPONSE

Response from the NSC-controlled international press was characterized by an unprecedented barrage of horror stories surrounding the LaGuardia bombing. Within 24 hours of the explosion, newspapers throughout Western Europe were carrying front page photographs of stacked up corpses, dismembered bodies, and badly maimed victims being rushed to the hospitals. Accompanying articles and radio and television interviews with survivors of the explosion aimed for a maximum terror effect.

Speculation that "Moscow-trained KGB agents" were responsible for the LaGuardia bombing — and projections that LaGuardia was the signal for another wave of Heathrow Airport type incidents on an international scale — also received prime coverage in the NATO-controlled periodicals.

Within hours of the bombing, most media outlets in the U.S. and Western Europe broadcast and published stories linking it to "Arab terrorists" and more specifically to the PLO. While some media broadcast news of what they termed a "perfunctory denial" by a PLO spokesman in New York and Paris, CBS national news prominently covered an interview with the PLO spokesman at the UN which both condemned the bombing and indicated that the only forces who would gain from such an act would be the enemies of the Palestinian cause.

In an unprecedented countermove, an immediate statement broadcast Dec. 30 on East German radio publicized the PLO denial and pointed out that it was no coincidence that the bombing and the attempt to smear the PLO came on the eve of the UN Security Council debate on the Palestine question in which the PLO is scheduled to participate. As had been the case in their debunking of the Vienna OPEC raid, the Arab press meanwhile ran stories pinning the bombing on western intelligence agencies and Israeli provocateurs.

In another unprecedented move, the Athens daily newspaper most closely tied to the government printed an article blaming the LaGuardia bombing on the CIA.

These vigorous countermeasures precluded any further attempt by the domestic NSC press conduits to use an Arab extremist PLO cover for their red scare stories. Though some diehards, particularly in Western Europe, persisted in their speculation that the PLO was somehow behind the atrocity, by week's end most press were playing an NSC fall-back story that the bombing was the work of a "lone psychopath," thus indicating that at least a portion of the intended RAND script for the LaGuardia affair had been aborted.

Domestic Response Reflects
Factional Situation

While Rockefeller-affiliated papers throughout the United States were mid week mirroring the scare coverage of their European counterparts, the Chicago Tribune, one of the leading organs of the Midwest pro-development industrialist groupings, ran a Dec. 30 editorial specifically criticizing against the dangers of overreaction to the explosion and warning that such an overreaction could lead to a police state.

the most significant strong response to the LaGuardia massacre came directly from President Ford. Calling a special cabinet level meeting at the White House on the evening of Dec. 30, the President elected to bypass the normal NSC-controlled federal investigative agencies by appointing a special executive investigative team headed up by Federal Aviation Agency head McLucas. McLucas was one of the recent Ford appointees brought in following the "Halloween Massacre" that removed limited nuclear war advocate James Schlesinger from his defense post. Conspicuously absent from the investigative team were Vice President Rockefeller, Secretary of State Kissinger, Attorney General Levi and FBI Director Kelley.

In a statement issued following the meeting, Ford also cautioned against overreaction—calling only for tightened security measures at airports throughout the country.

VII. AN APPROPRIATE ANTI-TERRORIST POLICY

As any competent police official or investigative journalist will readily concede, no crime ring is broken until its leaders are captured, its ranks
completely broken up and its method of operation publicly exposed. The Rockefeller-Kissinger international terror machine is no exception.

While police officials in New York City, Berkeley, Calif., and Seattle sift through tons of rubble and follow up on thousands of investigative "leads," the evidence required to bring leading criminals behind the terrorist atrocities to justice has already been submitted to the appropriate government agencies. The list of Hilex 75 criminals published in a series of IPS special reports in mid-December, when combined with names previously published in IPS terrorism briefs, represents a far more appropriate body of evidence from which to carry out a serious criminal investigation than the tons of rubble now being meticulously scrutinized. The open terrorism that members of the U.S. Congress have themselves been subjected to is itself prima facie evidence backing up the U.S. Labor Party's charges.

The question of an appropriate policy towards international terrorism must begin with the immediate convening of impeachment proceedings against Vice President Nelson Rockefeller, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and Attorney General Edward Levi. With these characters out of the way, honest law enforcement officials, with the cooperation of the U.S. Labor Party, will have little difficulty in breaking up the gun-explosives running networks, the Maoist gangs and the "right wing" mercenary networks that carry out the Rockefeller-RAND dirty work.